The Health of Labrador Retrievers in the UK

The Labrador Retriever (often just called “Labrador”) has been the most popular dog breed in the UK for decades. Often seen as the “typical dog,” Labradors are praised for their gentle and social nature that makes them good family pets.

### Number of dogs in study
- **1,462** Labradors
- **20,786** non-Labradors

### Average bodyweight
- **32.0 kg** Labradors
- **12.5 kg** non-Labradors

### Disorder Predispositions
A predisposition describes any disorder with increased risk in Labradors compared with non-Labradors. Awareness of predispositions helps owners to know what key disorders to look out for.

Labradors had increased risk for **12/35 (34.3%)** common disorders compared to non-Labradors.

### Disorder Protections
A protection describes any disorder with reduced risk in Labradors compared with non-Labradors.

Labradors had reduced risk for **7/35 (20.0%)** common disorders compared to non-Labradors.

### CONCLUSIONS:
- Labradors are a unique breed with a quite different health profile to other breeds.
- Labradors are a unique breed with a quite different health profile to other breeds.
- Labrador owners can now better understand the unique strengths and weaknesses of their dogs and therefore give them the best care possible.
- Labrador owners should be particularly alert to arthritis, fatty masses, kennel cough and lacerations.

---

**Click to read the full study**
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